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“As Is” by Chris DeBone
This story starts out with a call that I received back in September from someone that Jade and I used to work
with many years ago. He knew that we were into Mustangs and wanted to know if we were interested in “an old
junk Mustang” that has been sitting in a Kaimuki carport for over 15 years. Of coarse we said that we were not
interested. End of story.
Haha…just kidding.
On weekends after visiting graves in the diamond head area, Jade and I sometimes cruise up and down streets in
Kaimuki (9th, ave, 10th ave, etc…) looking for old cars that have been parked. Come to find out, this one was
right under our noses and we must have driven by it many times. What a rookie! It was under a car cover and
hidden behind another car that was parked in front of it, so I didn’t beat myself up too much.
We eventually went to see the car and learn a bit about its history. It is a 1965 Mustang coupe that was
purchased by their family new from Honolulu Ford. It has been in the same family ever since. Based on the
driver door ID tag, we got the following information:
65B
8
66
24S
72
6
6

Coupe with 289 V8 (C-code 2 barrel)
Springtime Yellow
Black Luxury Interior (A.k.a. Pony Interior)
Built on May 24th 1965
Built in San Jose CA
2.80:1 Rear Axle
C4 Automatic Transmission

It had been repainted many years ago, but you can still
see the original color in certain areas.
After jacking up the car and replacing the severely
cracked tires, we towed it home to our makeshift horse
rescue facility. It was questionable as to whether or not it
was too far gone. We decided to leave the “patina look”
and keep it as original as possible while putting as little
money into it. The first goal was to see if we could get it
running, turning and stopping.
After reaching out to Don Johnston in search of some
spare parts, we then proceeded in replacing some basics
and flushed the fuel lines. Before going much further we
attempted to start the motor to see if there were any
major technical problems. To our amazement, it started
right up!
We then changed the water pump, flushed cooling system
and filled her up with fresh fluids. Now that we know

continue on page 14
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President - Scot Shimamura

Aloha AMSCH,
This will be my final president’s letter. As of the end of the month I will be stepping down as president in order
to prepare for an upcoming move to the mainland. It has been a pleasure to have served on the board as
president and as an at-large member for the past four years. Until the April election Darryn Dela Vega has been
kind enough to serve as the interim president of the club.
I need to step down as my mind has not been on cars and the AMSCH lately as Zoe and I are trying figure out
the many details of the move. Even more challenging has been deciding which items to take up there and
which to throw away or give away. Because of the skyrocketing real estate prices we are looking at a small
home, so a lot of our almost three households worth of stuff will need to either be tossed or sold so the move
will not require excessive shipping.
It looks like the mandates surrounding the pandemic are set to be concluded so cross your fingers that we will
be able to gather once again safely without masks and “safe distances.”
Aloha,
Scot

alohamustang.org
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Secretary - Les Hirano
No minutes available at this time.

Treasurer - Harry Zisko
Balance as of 2021/11/01:

$4,315.36

INCOME
Holiday Banquet Income
Membership Dues
TOTAL INCOME

1,380.00
360.00
1,740.00

EXPENSES
Holiday Banquet Expenses
PayPal Fees
PayPal Fees: Holiday Banquet
PayPal Fees: Membership
----TOTAL PayPal Fees
Website
TOTAL EXPENSES

2,960.51
49.06
23.88
72.94
11.60
3,045.05

OVERALL TOTAL

-1,305.05

Balance as of 2021/12/31:

$3,010.31
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SAAC Report by Don Johnston

Out of the S.A.A.C.*
February 2022
February
2022
By Don Johnston January
Out of the S.A.A.C.*
2018

*SHELBY AMERICAN
AUTOMOBILE
CLUB, pronounced
“sack”
Don
Johnston
*SHELBY AMERICAN
AUTOMOBILE
CLUB,By
pronounced
“sack”
Web site: www.saac.com
*SHELBY AMERICAN
AUTOMOBILE
CLUB,
pronounced
“sack”
With 2022 being the 60th Anniversary of Shelby American, you can expect a lot
of
AACthe
members,
edition
of that Shelby signed his
great celebrations S
around
country. Itthe
wasWinter
in February
of 1962
“The with
Shelby
online
now.
Just
log
in
first agreement
Ford American”
which specifiedisthat
his cars
would
have
“Powered
by Ford”
on his cars
exchange for engines and parts given on credit
to him.out
Carroll
Shelbyarticles on car
to:inhttp://saac.memberlodge.com/
and check
the great
similarly shows,
negotiated
an
agreement
with
A.C.
Cars
to
get
his
first
chassis.
Shelby employees, special vehicles, commentaries and so much mor
Later in February the prototype Cobra, first labelled CSX001 then CSX2000, was
Also, the SAAC forum site is down for maintenance. It is privately run, not
flown to Los Angeles and delivered to Dean Moons shop in Santa Fe Springs, CA and
SAAC.
The
main SAAC.com
web
site
online.
As of its
today,
the legendary
history
of Shelby
American started
with
theisfirst
Cobra getting
Ford I have no
on the
SAAC Convention
in Sonoma,
3-4-5.
260XHP updates
(solid lifters)
V8, replacing
the test engine Ford
221 c.i. V8Aug.
that had
been used
in England. For the various media publications, the prototype Cobra was painted in

Congratulations
to former
AMSCH
member,
Connelly for being the
various colors to appear
as if there
were multiple
carsJohn
in production.
(B/W photos 2017
by Dave
Friedman)
After
presented
in bare
it was
painted
pearlescent
and
Hawaii
Realtor
ofbeing
the Year.
You
mayaluminum,
remember
John
when
he was yellow
a
then
metallic
blue
and
possibly
some
other
unrecorded
colors.
The
member for a number of years in the late 1980s and had 1965 Shelby GT350. He
interior was never changed or restored and appears well worn today
sold the car to get a house, from
laterdecades
came back
foruse.
a couple of years with a 1966
of actual
HIPO hardtop, but had to let it go as well.

Ford is ending the Ford ShelbyGT350 Mustang after the current 20
run. For those of you that have one, be sure that you get your Ford supplied o
change tool kit. It is free but you have to order it. The dealers do not carry t
SAAC has its big event for special
2022 thistool
summer
with thethe
SAAC-47
at Indianapolis
for June
changing
specialConvention
filter, which
must alsoMotor
be ordered for a
Speedway. Details on the convention are at http://saac47.com/ on the schedule and the hotels.
charge
as
it
is
not
kept
in
stock.
It looks like there is no stopping the Shelby American shop in Las Vegas. I
Ford
is replacing
the GT350
program
with aGT500KR
new series of the new Ford Shelby GT50
reported last month about
the upcoming
production
of the new
series Shelby
Mustang with over
nineuses
hundred
horsepower.
have seen
first one which
is yet of the 5.0L Coyote and is super
which
a different
5.2 You
litermay
engine.
It isthe
a modified
version
to be built that charged.
sold for charity
at
Barrett-Jackson
last
month
for
a
paltry
$700,000.00.
Also there will be a return of the Bullit Mustang and the Ranger pickup truck. Som
That purchase does not measure up to Shelby American’s latest offering, a carbon
unveilings
will be at the Detroit and New York Auto Show.
fiber body Cobra with a supercharged eight hundred horsepower engine that is on sale for
Not to
beand
outdone,
Shelby
Americanpounds.
is coming
$1.2 million. The body shell,
floor
doors weigh
just eighty-eight
Only out
ten with a
couple
of new1965
toys.
Thewill
new
Ford
Diamond Edition
Anniversary
Cobras
be Super
built, so Snake
get your series
order inuses
rightthe
away.
I am not sure if they will
be much more 5.2
than Coyote
an auction
item
and
show
piece
as
they
are
not
street
legal
and
very
risky
for track use. But an
engine. The numerous details are at:
owner might want
to
chance
a
few
hot
runs
on
a
racetrack
somewhere.
http://www.shelby.com/images/pdf/17SuperSnake-Web.pdf
This supercharged Gen 3 Coyote powered
Cobra
is being built
under Shelby License by
Plus: Shelby
American
is doing
Classic Recreations, who has built the
a limited continuation
of the and GT500CR Mustang
Shelby GT350CR
legendary 1968
GT500KR.
models,
including a carbon fiber version.
I got a call some weeks ago from
It will use original 1968
old time AMSCH member Kirk Bechtel, who now resides
in
northern
Florida.
Kirk
a continually active
convertible (10 each) andwas
fastback
member on the board who discovered a very destitute, poorly running blue 1967 GT500 driven by a young gal. She
(10 each) with their Ford VIN, not
thought the car was a poorly running tricked out gas guzzling Mustang. He rescued the Shelby from the cars further
a reproduction
body from
demise. Kirk gradually got the Shelby running and looking
more presentable.
Carsgot
ormarried,
Dynacon.
It will
When Kirk got out of the military he moved toRevology
central Florida,
moved
to the Atlanta area of
Georgia and then
to
northern
Florida.
After
restoring
the
’67
GT500,
he
sold
it
a
while
back
but later picked up a
be Shelby parts modified just like the originals were but with have
‘68 GT350. Heasold
that
Shelby
a
couple
of
years
ago
and
it
went
to
New
Jersey.
Kirk
said
he
427c.i. engine from Shelby Engines (from Denbeste) instead ofisamuch more
comfortable cruising on his Harley motorcycle instead of being cramped inside classic cars. He is retired and hopes
428 to
c.i.Hawaii
Police
Interceptor
in that
the his
original.
The story
KR is
to make a trip back
soon
for a visit. Iused
am sure
never-ending
listonly
has expanded even more
available
through
Shelby American.
from his time as
General Norman
Schwarzkopf’s
personal driver and body double during Desert Storm. Our
AMSCH member
Las Vegas
a SAAC
conventions
are also legendary. See ya.
Theadventures
first onewith
willKirk
be in
unveiled
atatBarret
Jackson
in Scottsdale,

Arizona this month.
I hope to be able to saac.com
check the
alohamustang.org
!5 new Las Vegas factory toys in early February when Caro
and I go there.
See ya.

MCA Notes by Mike Calabrese

Show Schedule (partial listing):
(National Show) Apr 1-3: Pee Dee Roundup: Florence, SC; fb.com/escmclub
(National Show) May 20-22: The Biggest Little National: Suisun City, CA; www.goldenhillsmustangclub.com
(National Show) July 29-31: Nickel City Mustang Roundup; Buffalo, NY; https://www.facebook.com/WNYSMC
(Grand Nationals) Sep 2-4: Ponies in the Plaza; Evans, GA; www.csramc.org
Car Show Safety: Have you ever seen the mess an exploding fire extinguisher makes? If you carry one in your
car for emergencies, that’s just good sense. But if you “hide” it under the car during the show, it can be forgotten
and run over. So stash it in a cooler or just let the judges know you’re safety conscious. The half-dozen cars
parked around you will appreciate it!
Barrett-Jackson Mustangs: There were more than 125 Mustangs that crossed the auction blocks in the Jan BJ
Auction, with a strong showing of Fox-body and SVT stangs. Our hobby is strong!
Who Says You Need a V-8?: Trophy winner Gerald Winget is proud of his black 2013 Pony. A long-time
enthusiast worked with the car he could afford powered by a V-6. That didn’t stop him from ultimate detailing
and tasteful mods. Quarter scoops, louvers, some billet pieces, the Pony Package, and lots of little details make
his daily driver a Trophy Pony.
Things are Bigger in Texas: Texan Gary Thomas has a collection of 300+ Fords. He’s decided to downsize
letting 33 go, 21 Mustangs included. They went to the Mecum auction in January. He has a Boss Room with 23
Boss 302’s, 8 Boss 429s, and 2 Boss 351s. He also has a good number of Shelby offerings, including a red
GT350H and a 1964 ½ Indy Pace Car hardtop. Gary is not just a trader; he has a shop that is rescuing history
too. He recently opened the doors to his collection (virtually) as a charity event Still Creek Ranch crisis center.
The Iacocca Edition: It took a while, but the man who brought the Mustang to market in 1964 finally got his
name on a Mustang in 2009. Envisioned and designed by LA designer Michael Leone who happened to be
business partners with Denice Halicki (owner of the original Eleanor), the reworked SN197 has a true fastback
roof. There were only 45 of these produced in the Mustang’s 45 year, with number 1 going to Lee Iacocca
himself. They were available exclusively through Galpin Ford. Number 5 went through Barrett Jackson in
2009, fetching $320K before premiums.
For those who read what I offer, it only scratches the surface of the articles contained in Mustang Times, the
Mustang Club of America’s official publication. I highly recommend membership for just about anyone
interested in our favorite metal Pony.
Full Membership $50.00 for one year
Digital Membership $35.00 for one year
Associate Membership $25.00 for one year
Visit www.mustang.org or call 850-438-0626
alohamustang.org
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★★★★★

Tech Input by Buzz Willauer

★★★★★

Last Month was discussion about doing the 65’s brake system conversion from single chamber master cylinder
to dual chamber master cylinder. The job is complete, here's the particulars:
Essentially the system is split front brakes and rear brakes. Loss of one wheel say a right rear wheel cylinder
only affects the other rear wheel. The front brakes are still fully operational. Okay then the bleeding operation
was improved by a relatively new product Russell Brake Speed Bleeders. The link to explain them: http://
www.russellperformance.com/mc/speed-bleeders/domestic.shtml
I used them on the two front calipers & two rear drum wheel cylinders. I used my Mitivac Vacuum Pump tool as
seen in my attached pictures below to vacuum bleed each wheel assembly. The Speed Bleeders work as
described amazingly well. I could have just slowly pressure pumped the brake pedal but chose the vacuum
method to be able to visually observe the bleeding process.
Info? See me at our general meeting I’m bringing a few samples of the bleeders the 22nd.
Pictures below, of the dual master cylinder full of new clean brake fluid, next photo the rear left drum brake,
next two photo’s the speed bleeder in the left front caliper, and the Mitivac tool attached in the fourth photo to
the speed bleeder.

photos submitted by Buzz Willauer

alohamustang.org
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Soft Schedule Upcoming Club Events
subject to change

est. 1979

General Membership Meeting
Tuesday, February 22, 2022
7pm
Mangiamo by six o’ four
943 Valkenburgh St.

Ohana Motorsports
Foundation
Cars & Coffee Hawaii
Sunday, February 27, 2022
9am-11am
Pier 38

SH ELBY
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Contact: Darren Dela Vega

Let’s start getting our events in order for
2022. Planning and organizing takes time
and effort for any event to be successful. So
let’s do this! The more members the
merrier! The meeting is free to attend but
come early if you plan to have your dinner.
It’s a great place to eat and enjoy the beautiful view.
See map on page 13.
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est. 1979

We look forward to seeing you and your car, plus your cup of coffee!
There will be usual giveaways such as fuel cards, grab bags, gift cards
and detailing products. You won’t want to miss out! We look forward
to seeing everyone next week at this exciting venue.
See event map on page 13.
See other car events on page 13

Become a member of the

Shelby
American
Automobile
Club

Mustang Club of America

The Shelby American Automobile Club was
founded in 1975. It presently has approximately
4,000 members in the U.S. and another 500
around the rest of the world.
While SAAC has continually evolved over the
past 44 years, its basic reason for existence
has not changed since that very first day. The
club is dedicated to the preservation, care,
h i s t o r y a n d e n j o y m e n t o f t h e Wo r l d
Championship Cars built or inspired by Shelby
American.
If you like what you see, and if Cobras, Shelby
Mustangs and Ford GT40s hold a special place
in your heart, join us today. Ownership is not a
requirement - just enthusiasm. Join today

alohamustang.org

The Mustang Club of America is the largest
organization of Mustang enthusiast in the
World. The camaraderie of fellow MCA
members is legendary. Wherever you travel you
will find MCA members that are willing to help
with assistance, advice and/or comradeship.
Joining the Mustang Club of America comes
with a host of benefits, and it's easy to join!
• Members Only Forum
• Mustang Times
• Membership ID Card
• Sponsor Discounts
For more information, visit: https://mustang.org
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Around the Corner by Darryn Dela Vega

We’re at 411 members on the Aloha Mustang & Shelby Club of Hawaii Facebook Group page.

January Cars & Coffee was held at Kapolei Wendy’s. Hosted by Ohana Motorsports.

Check out the Aloha Mustang & Shelby Club of Hawaii Facebook Group Page
alohamustang.org
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The Scream of the Butterfly by Dennis Saiki
YEEEEEEEOOOOOOW!!! You know that silent scream
you emit when the road opens up and you downshift and
floor it. Your head sinks back and your chest feels heavy
as it is forced into the seat back. Acceleration, exhilaration
or whatever you call it is after all, one of man’s five basic
necessities in life.
That scream is the best way to describe my ride with Chris
and Jade DeBone’s new Mustang Mach E GT.
When I saw the Grabber Blue SUV coming up my
driveway I knew it was something special with it’s blacked
out grille, huge 20” wheels with humongous brake discs
with red Brembo calipers. The GT insignia is the giveaway
that this is the all wheel drive, dual motored model.
Interestingly there are no mentions of the name Mustang to be found anywhere but the lines of the hood and
front fenders are unmistakably just an extra tall Mustang, especially when seeing the distinctive tail lights. The
interior sports generously bolstered seats and a huge center screen just like that other brand but this one also has
a driver’s panel to keep us informed readily. There’s no shift lever but just a dial asking whether you want to go
forward or backward. You don’t even have to move your foot if you choose the full regeneration mode that
allows you to slowly stop just by lifting your foot. This would be perfect for that somebody we all know who is
either on the gas or on the brake with no coasting allowed.
This excursion with Chris and Jade came about because I brought up the topic of the Mach E during an
AMSCH board meeting. I was concerned because I kept seeing snide remarks on our Facebook site concerning
the legitimacy of it being in the Mustang family. This discussion has pervaded our club since the first
announcement by Ford of the name of their all electric SUV so I felt that we needed to make a statement of
where we as a club stood. Although I couldn’t attend this year’s AMSCH Christmas party I heard about Chris’
announcement that Jade’s Mach E GT came in and had nothing but raves for it. Jade suggested that I should go
for a ride.
“We want the world and we want it NOW!”
The future is NOW and we are living through it. Within fifteen years, the production of most internal
combustion engine (ICE) cars will cease and will henceforth eventually become the antique car stored in the
garage under a tarp to maybe become a future barn find.
Yeah, but why call it a Mustang? They have so many names in their arsenal like Focus, Taurus, Puma and even
Starliner. Well, just imagine if you were the VP of Marketing for Ford or even just the lowliest staff member
and were asked to choose which would be the best name for Ford to use. Would you have suggested Pinto and
lost your job?
But still, did it have to be called a Mustang? It’s just the most popular name that Ford came up with since the
Model T. Well, I felt this pain years ago. My fist new car that I owned was a 1966 Mustang Fastback. I loved
that car and imagined it to be a GT 350 like I saw in the magazines. I even installed the Paxton blower for that
extra kick and coveted high pitched whine. I loved taking it to the outlaw drags at Campbell’s and whipping
those Camaros. But in 1971 things began to change. I felt the Mustangs were becoming luxury heavy T-birds

continue on next page

alohamustang.org
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The Scream of the Butterfly (continued from page 10)

by Dennis Saiki

and in 1973 they became Pinto-Falcons. That’s NOT a
Mustang, I thought. But almost every other manufacturer
was doing the same thing, downsizing and coping with the
fuel crunch. It was real, even if it didn't hurt as much in
Hawaii. Most of our present club members weren't even
around to experience the blocks long line to the pumps on
odd or even days. My apologies to the purveyors of the
74-78 Mustangs but even later when the 302 was offered
it still had the appeal of Farrah Fawcett in Charlie’s
Angels. We were saved with the Fox bodies and finally
the post 2005 styles. But even today, I sort of feel the
same snobbish ambivalence when I see those sunburned
tourists in their Mustang rental convertibles .
“I hear a very gentle sound...”
Sure. Some of the rush we get driving our Mustangs is the purr/roar of our “cat back” or maybe MagnaFlows, or
the whine of a blower. Cars were meant to be noisy, spew fumes and scare old ladies. But we’ve become a more
enlightened resident of this world and thankfully the days of the timing “gear drives” or the noxious super lopey
cams have disappeared. We are truly aware of the fragility of our environment. But after all, noise is also a
polluter. Often we don’t hear what others hear, like I hear loud mopeds and motorcycles but not my own exhaust
(my car’s exhaust). To wean us off this affliction, the Mustang Mach E has the option of a recorded engine purr
which roars softly upon acceleration.
“What have they done to the earth, yeah. Ravaged and plundered...”
The jury is still out as to whether the net energy consumed and environmental impact on the environment is less
with EVs. We are still in the developmental stage of this industry but ultimately the EVs will prevail. And yes,
global warming is real.
Most of the good EV’s are quick...within a second or two of each other in 0-60 times. Electric motors have high
torque and TORQUE is the key to acceleration and because there is not a “peak power” band, a transmission is
unnecessary. Apply more juice and you get more power. Simple. The problem is that the power is stored in
batteries and they do get depleted, sometimes very quickly. So now it’s a competition in battery technology and
thereby, range or how far you can go. Marketers have said that “range anxiety” is the biggest deterrent in
selling an all electric car. You can’t have a “one trick pony”of just blinding acceleration. It also has to have
sufficient range, and be comfortable and affordable.
Back in 1991 while we were living in Texas, I decided that I needed to get a GMC Cyclone. This was a Chevy
S10 pickup, turbocharged, all wheel drive, with the “new” Corvette 4L60e transmission. It had the stance of a
“slammed” mini pickup. With 4 second 0-60 times it was one of the fastest stoplight dragsters. But the truck bed
had a load limit of 500 lbs and the cabin was small with no room to stretch out , even for me or Debbie. The
acceleration was SCREAMY up to maybe 75 but just quit thereafter. Our work required us to travel a lot and the
ride was so stiff that we needed to stop often just to stretch our legs and relax. Although I loved stomping on the
gas pedal at every opportunity, I got tired of it’s “one trick” and traded in the truck within a year for an Infinity
Q45.
continue on next page

alohamustang.org
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The Scream of the Butterfly (continued from page 11)

by Dennis Saiki

But it’s an SUV, and not even that... but a Crossover. So now it’s the time for CROSSOVERS where people
like the comfortable height and view of the road with passenger and cargo room like an SUV but not needing
the beefy truck like capabilities for going off-road, and mainly it’s lower price. It’s the best selling segment for
most car manufacturers and that IS what matters. The only models that Ford is selling and will be selling in the
near future are their trucks, SUVs, crossovers, Mustangs and the Mach-E. Almost all the manufacturers are
doing the same thing. How many new BMW, Mercedes, Volvo or even Bentley sedans or coupes have you seen
lately? No, they’re all SUVs and crossovers!
This whole article is reminiscent of the early Corvette/T-Bird feud where in 1954 GM came out with their
"sports car”, the Corvette, more in the mode of the British with their MGs, Healeys, and Triumphs. With a 6
cylinder and no roll up windows, they were hardly a match for the comfortable, great looking 1955 Thunderbird
with a V-8. T-Birds outsold the Vettes 25 to 1. By 1957 Ford was selling over 20,000 T-Birds. During those
great booming times, Ford’s Sales Manager felt that the post war GI’s now had two kids and needed a back seat
for their T-Birds. WHAAAAT? was probably the cry from the enthusiasts! T-Birds should be two seaters!. But
in 1958 Ford sold over 40,000 T-Birds, so obviously having a sporty practical car was way more important to
the buyers than a true euro style sports car and Ford IS in the business of selling cars.
So now, in the EV era, every car manufacturer is vying to compete with “that” brand and Ford simply needs all
the marketing help it can get. We’re the Aloha Mustang and Shelby Club of Hawaii and in some ways
supported by the Ford dealers. We diss our rival Chevies, and think Mopars are a “one trick” rival and we
believe in the Coyote. We’re Ford believers so let’s embrace the Mustang Mach E. And after all, even the most
basic model will probably whip us in a stoplight race and that’s the real world we drive in. And it won’t be too
long to when cars will be self driving.
“When the music’s over, turn out the lights”

alohamustang.org
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Other Car Events by Darryn Dela Vega
subject to change

Passing along cruises & events upcoming in February & April 2022:
*updated 2p 16 Feb 22*
*pls see pics for more info!!!
*this isn’t a complete list…pls contact FB Pages Bleizn Fx , Cars & Coffee Hawaii, Racing & Chillaxin InDa808
for other events for car enthusiasts!
** Bleiznfx.blogspot.com
1. 18 Feb 6-10p: LAST Stadium O’Reilly’s Cruz Night with Bleizn FX
2. 19 Feb 4-7p RHS (Radford High School)
3. 19 Feb sunset-10p: Magic Island with Bleizn FX
*4. 20 Feb 9a meet up: Kapolei Commons TJ Max
*5. 22 Feb 7-9p AMSCH Club General Meeting “Open to All”:
Mangiamo’s by 604 (Navy Marine Golf Course)
6. 27 Feb 9-11a: Cars & Coffee at Nico’s Pier 38
7. Mar TBA: Cars & Coffee- more info to follow
8. 17 April TBA: 808Coyotes Aloha Mustang Day
9. 30 Apr TBA: Castle High School Swap Meet Fundraiser Drive
**Stay tuned for more information…# #
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“As Is” (continued from page 1) by Chris DeBone
the engine runs well, we rebuilt the drum brakes and took it for its drive in over 15 years. Mission
accomplished. Another pony saved from the scrap yard.
While working under the hood, I noticed some strange water hoses and fitting coming off of the thermostat
housing and water pump. All 1965 and 1966 Mustangs came standard with the heater and defroster assembly.
Well, come to find out, you could opt out and get the heater delete "option". When you deleted the heater, you
received a credit for not getting this piece of "standard equipment."
I've found that having the "heater delete" is quite rare and was usually reserved for Mustangs ordered in Hawaii,
south Florida or another very warm climate. Mustangs specifically ordered to be converted to race cars
sometimes had the heater deleted for weight savings.
Based on the local history and popular options, our plan it to work out a few remaining gremlins then enjoy the
car just as it is. Look out for it at our upcoming club events.
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Interesting Mustangs by Maurice Kondo

ONE OF THE FIRST BEATLES ALBUM ISSUED IN USA FREE!
WONDER WHAT ITS VALUE IS TODAY vs A 65 MUSTANG

alohamustang.org
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Street Shine Hawaii

Being a AMSCH Club Member has its perks!
Street Shine values AMSCH to offer an inside and outside car detail (Interior is cleaned, rims/tires & exterior
washed/waxed) for $40!
Call or text “Nate” at 808-590-1145. **To receive this offer, can only be arranged through Nate.

submitted by Darryn Dela Vega
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Aloha Mustang & Shelby Club of Hawaii-Membership
Join the Fun!
The Aloha Mustang and Shelby Club of Hawaii arranges a number of events all year long including regular
monthly meetings, nationally recognized car shows, banquets, cruises, charity events, picnics and more!
Members receive an award winning newsletter, discounts at selected club events, vendor discounts and a variety
of fun activities.
The Aloha Mustang and Shelby Club of Hawaii
This club recognizes all FORD MUSTANGS from April 1964 to the present and the 1965 to 1970 SHELBY
MUSTANGS built by SHELBY AMERICAN, INC.
A Brief History
In 1974, the automobile makers temporarily suspended the manufacturing of all convertible models. A number
of early Ford Mustang owners, who were providing their cars for parades, got together socially to start a
Mustang car club. In 1979, the Aloha Mustang and Shelby Club of Hawaii was chartered. Since then the club
has been involved with numerous activities for its members and has supported a variety of charities.
Membership
Sign up online using a credit card or PayPal using your computer. If you are using your mobile device you may pay with credit card,
PayPal, or Venmo. To do this click here to go to our online registration page.
If paying by check, complete form and make check payable to:
Aloha Mustang & Shelby Club of Hawaii
P.O. Box 10161
Honolulu, Hawaii 96816
per $30
To contact our board, please go to https://alohamustang.org/contact/ and fill out the contact form.
per person
Membership dues are $30.00 per person per year (July 1st through June 30th).

Jul1 year
-Jun
30

Aloha Mustang and Shelby Club of Hawaii
Membership Application
(Mustang or Shelby ownership is not required for membership)

Primary Member

Date:

First Name:

Last Name:

Address:

City:

Phone 1:

Home Work Cell

month / year

State:

Zip:

Phone 2:

Home Work Cell

Email:
Date of Birth:

month / day

Anniversary:

month / day

Additional Member(s)
First Name

Last Name

Date of Birth:

Email:

Color

Special (GT, Cobra, Shelby)

(only if different from primary member)
(only if different from primary member)
(only if different from primary member)

Mustang and Shelby Information
Year

alohamustang.org
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